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FIRM TOP SECTION
Stiff thigh 
area provides 
solid five-hole 
coverage

FIRM FRONT SURFACE
High-density foam core surface with composite 
reinforcement

QUICKSLIDE 
INSIDE EDGE 
Provides faster 
movement on the 
ice

SCOOP ANGLE
Has full flexiblity 
for range of 
motion

FIRM OUTSIDE 
ROLL
Provides puck 
deflection

BALANCE 
STABILIZER 
For positive quick 
pad reaction



VPG V9 PRO CARBON LEG PAD
FEATURES
 � Firmer front surface gives more active rebound
 � Quick slide material on inner pad edge
 � Bottom trim with quick slide material
 � Lower skate strap with Elastic and Velcro closure
 � Wide inner leg cradle with wider shape 
 � Extended back leg coverage
 � Lower profile outside roll with single break style
 � Plus 2” thigh rise with square shaped inside edge
 � Thinner outside panel profile for less bulk
 � Pre-curved shape for precise shape 
 � Two-way adjustable knee cradle strap
 � Knee cradle center with MSH 
speeds pad and leg rotation

 � Wider inner knee landing surface
 � Pad sizing on back thigh rise
 � Three knee roll design
 � Inner foam core features reinforced Pure Carbon
 � Inner core is rebound active
 � Pad shape maximizes full width 
top to bottom full 11” width
 � Scoop bend with easier flex
 � Outer knee cradle pad is adjustable or removable
 � Reinforced instep over skate
 � Sizes: 31+2", 32+2", 33+2", 34+2", 35+2", 
36+2", 37+1" and custom sizes
 � Fully custom made with many options

THESE AND MANY OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE
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T V9 XP PRO CARBON CATCH GLOVE
FEATURES
 � V9 graphics for appealing look
 � One-piece cuff and thumb
 � Kevlar® palm padding reinforcement
 � VAS Shock Shield palm and thumb base padding
 � Carbon molded palm and front thumb insert
 � Defined break point for easy closing
 � Reinforced finger perimeter edge
 � Pure composite used for increased performance
 � Floating cuff design for added wrist movement
 � Hex mesh inner lining for faster drying
 � HD foam in back pad over fingers
 � Finger tip deflecting rail with HD foams
 � Full Pro Spec domestic construction 
 � Carbon reinforced T-top

 � Deep back thumb mold adds 
stability and comfort
 � Inner hand strap for retention and control
 � Cuff with no binding maximizes blocking surface
 � 45” perimeter size
 � Front surface provides wider profile and 
features a standard 60 degree palm break
 � Front surface is wider at finger 
perimeter on XP glove
 � Mesh finger stalls for comfort and heat dispersal
 � Full wrist strap allows tighter adjustment 
 � Added padding in wrist strap 
for increased comfort
 � Heat moldable for precise fit
 � T V9 XP-70 available with 70° palm break

THESE AND MANY OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE
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T V9 PRO CARBON CATCH GLOVE
FEATURES
 � V9 graphics for appealing look
 � VAS Shock Shield palm and thumb base padding
 � Carbon molded palm and front thumb insert
 � Defined break points for easy closing
 � Kevlar® palm padding reinforcement
 �  Reinforced finger perimeter edge
 � Pure composite used for increased performance
 �  Two-piece cuff and front design
 �  Hex mesh inner lining for faster drying
 �  HD foam in back pad over fingers
 �  Finger tip deflecting rail with HD foams
 �  Full Pro Spec domestic construction 
 �  Carbon reinforced T-top

 �  Carbon back thumb mold for added support
 �  Inner hand strap for retention and control
 �  Cuff with no binding maximizes blocking surface
 � 45" perimeter size
 �  Mesh finger stalls for comfort and heat dispersal
 �  Neoprene inner hand control
 �  Four section back hand padding for flexibility
 �  Internal grip rail on inside palm 
for more closing grip 
 �  Full wrist strap allows tighter adjustment 
 �  Added padding in wrist strap 
for increased comfort
 �  Heat moldable for precise fit

THESE AND MANY OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE
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B V9 PRO CARBON BLOCKER
FEATURES
 �  V9 graphics for distinctive look and appeal
 �  Thick foam inner board for increased stiffness
 �  Pure Carbon reinforced front board
 �  Deep board top bend for puck deflection 
 �  Laced down blocker front for 
superior puck control
 �  Back hand cushion pad for 
comfort and protection
 �  Palm with index and small finger trigger design
 � Finger protectors with composite core
 � Side finger protector protection

 � Large index side finger protection 
 � Palm design for improved fit and comfort
 � Carbon molded thumb insert
 � Side shield with HD foam for stability
 � Carbon insert in side shield 
for impact resistance
 � Floating cuff design increase wrist movement
 � Side index floating pad to 
cover over stick paddle
 � Full Pro spec domestic construction 
with 8" x 15" blocking surface

THESE AND MANY OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE
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P V9 PRO CARBON GOAL PANT
FEATURES
 � Taper fit waist
 � Taller front waist section with HD inserts
 � Wider at hips for added room 
 � Added volume in front area to give 
more room for double cup
 � Front panel design gives added flex to pant
 � Large segmented side groin pads
 � Full Pro spec domestic construction
 � Padded belt adds protection
 � Pure Carbon in tail bone sections

 � Flared waist section for easier torso movement
 � Full wraparound thigh guards
 � Thigh cradle technology to aid in thigh stability
 � Inner thigh padding increases protection
 � Aero-Spacer mesh lining for 
comfort and ventilation
 � Molded hip padding with added cushion pads
 � Available in sizes: S (36-38),  
M (40-42), L (44-46), XL (48-50), XXL (52-54)

Note: add 8-10 inches to actual waist size then match to appropriate pant size.
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FIRM FRONT SURFACE
HD foams provide increased blocking 
surface and protection

STERNUM AND CHEST
Added protection 
with composite 
reinforcement

ARM PADDING
Dimensionally 
formed molded 
plastic to provide 
increased coverage

ADJUSTABLE 
ARMS
Allows for 
precise fit and 
positioning 

ARM FLOATERS
HD composite 
reinforcement. 
Pre-shaped for 
quick break-in 
and comfort
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VP V9 PRO CARBON ARM AND CHEST PAD
FEATURES
 � Pure Composite in all major impact areas 
 � HD foams used for light weight 
and increased protection
 � Chest design expands coverage area
 � Extended side rib cage coverage
 � Chest pad vertical adjustment system
 � Large back pad with HD foam over spine area
 � Large style shoulder floaters 
for maximum coverage 
 � Large shoulder cap cushions provide 
increased impact resistance
 � HD shoulder with extension to increase 
protection in arm pit area
 � Designed to hold shoulder 
floaters square and secure
 � V9 graphics and color scheme for visual appeal
 � Kevlar® ballistic package in chest 
pad for maximum protection
 � Designed for light weight and comfort 
with extreme adjustability

 � Segmented shoulder floaters with HD 
foam and Pure Carbon inserts
 � Flat front surface arm caps 
increase coverage area
 � Wrist straps to taper forearms to wrist
 � Full Pro spec domestic construction 
 � Arm floaters with deeper side 
profile adds to coverage area
 � Outer bicep extension pad
 � Deeper inside arm profile and protection
 � Arm floaters with mid bar pad in center seam
 � Arm floaters with HD and Carbon 
inserts for added protection
 � Molded Zote foam and HD foam elbow caps
 � Adjustable arm length and positioning 
for precise custom fit
 � Available in two color schemes Black/White 
and Black/Blue
 � Available in sizes XS, S, M, L, XL

ADULT FITTING GUIDE

XS 5' to 5'2"

S 5'3" to 5'5"

M 5'6" to 5'9"

L 5'10" to 6'

XL 6'1" to 6'5"
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EXTENDED THIGH RISE
Provides increased five-hole 
coverage 

EXTRA FIRM FRONT SURFACE
Added thickness HD foam with Pure® 
composite reinforcement through full 
length of pad

OUTSIDE 
PROFILE
Narrow profile 
provides 
increased 
mobility and 
pad rotation

BEVELED 
OUTSIDE ROLL
Provides puck 
deflection

SCOOP ANGLE
Has full flexiblity 
for range of 
motion

BALANCE 
STABILIZER 
Molded plastic 
reinforcement 
gives added 
stiffness for 
positive quick 
pad reaction
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BUNGEE TOE SYSTEM

VPG SLR3 PRO CARBON LEG PAD
FEATURES
 � Full Pro Spec domestic construction 
for optimal performance
 � Full Pro core internal structure
 � Pure Composite front core surface
 � Solid outside roll with no break at knee
 � Beveled outside roll profile
 � Quick slide inner edge panels
 � Flat smooth inner edge for quick on ice motion
 � Firm front surface 
 � Balance stabilizer inside edge design
 � Rebound positive design and construction
 � Inner knee Pure Composite insert for stability 

 � Open knee cradle for pad rotation
 � Rotation control strap with magnetic buckle
 � Wide leg cradle gives leg support in butterfly
 � Wider back calf coverage area
 � Pure Composite inner support stiffens 
pad, provides firmer perimeter edges
 � Pre shaped design for precise fit
 � Curved upper shape gives superior 
five-hole coverage positioning
 � Flexible scoop angle for range of motion
 � Available in sizes, 31+2", 32+2", 33+2", 34+2", 
35+2", 36+2", 37+1" and custom sizing is available. 

THESE AND MANY OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE
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SOLID CUFF
Provides added protection 
and hand stabiliy and firm 
blocking surface

PREFORMED BREAK
Gives quick break-in with 
precision closure 

SKATE LACE POCKET
Reduces puck spin 
which increaces puck 
retention 

SHOCKSHIELD
Palm padding with 
Kevlar® reinforcement 
increases protection 

FLARED CUFF
Increases puck deflection 
and provides added wrist 
moblility

THESE AND MANY OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE
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T SLR3 PRO CARBON CATCH GLOVE
FEATURES
 � Extremely light weight and durable construction
 � Balanced design gives lighter feel
 � No eyelets on perimeter
 � Shock shield foam in palm 
 � Kevlar® palm padding reinforcement
 � Pre-formed palm break
 � Glove base interior with Antimicrobial treatment 
 � Carbon fiber molded palm 
 � Reinforced finger perimeter edge
 � Wrist strap positioned closer to 
hand gives more wrist flex
 � Padded wrist strap for glove security and control
 � Open front shape increases coverage area

 � Carbon back thumb adds glove 
stiffness and support
 � Wide span T-web for larger catching surface
 � Single spine Web contoured to increase lace area
 � Deep T-web expands catching area
 � Skate lace in T-web reduces puck spin
 � Pure Carbon reinforced T-web 
top for increased stability
 � Back hand padding with HD over fingers
 � HD fingertip deflecting rail
 � Wide notch at heel of hand 
improves stick control
 � Heat moldable
 � 45” perimeter size

THESE AND MANY OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE
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FIRM FRONT SURFACE
Extra stiff high density foam insert with 
composite reinforcement on surface provides 
superior stiffness and puck deflection

BOARD FRONT
Laces secure 
front surface for 
more precise puck 
control

SIDE PADDING 
Provides for 
increased 
coverage and 
protection

SIDE SHIELD
High-density 
HD foam for 
added stiffness 
and protection

TOP BOARD FLARE
Angled top section 
controls puck 
deflection



B SLR3 PRO CARBON BLOCKER
FEATURES
 � Higher hand position on glove increases 
downward coverage area 
 � Larger style side shield expands side coverage
 � Side shield overlaps front board to 
create a stiffer construction
 � Laced down front for superior puck control
 � Molded dimensionally shaped finger 
protector increases coverage
 � Separate main finger and index finger 
guards provide coverage and flexibility
 � Full Pro Spec domestic production
 � Extra thick super high-density internal 
board with composite overlay
 � Super high-density side shield insert

 � Pure Carbon insert over board front
 � Pure Carbon insert in side shield
 � Dual finger protectors with 3mm carbon inserts
 � Finger protector end pads with HD inserts
 � Cushion padding over back hand
 � Flex style cuff
 � Adjustable wrist strap
 � VX suede palm with Antimicrobial grip overlay
 � Trigger index finger with no inside seam
 � Full Pro Spec construction
 � Quick slide material on bottom edge
 � Thumb cushion pad
 � Full 8” x 15” front blocking 
surface with no binding
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FIRM FRONT SURFACE
Super high-density foams with composite 
reinforcement for increased blocking power

MULTI-FLEX CHEST PAD 
Design allows flap to be placed 
inside pants, and chest outside 
pant, to hold chest pad in an 
upright position while in butterfly 
to increase protection and 
blocking surface

ADJUSTABLE ARM 
LENGTH
New style 
adjustable 
arms, allows for 
precision fit

SIDE ARM PROTECTION
Molded inner and outer 
mid-elbow protection 
to surround the arm with 
solid protection
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VP SLR3 PRO CARBON ARM AND CHEST PAD
FEATURES
 � Molded side mid arm floaters
 � Molded shoulder caps
 � Sternum pad with Pure Composite
 � Molded plastic arm caps
 � Extended back arm padding at forearm and bicep
 � Shoulder cushion padding to deaden puck impact
 � New dual back strap system 
for greater adjustability
 � Chest pad design allows for several options 
to be worn inside, and outside of pants
 � Chest pad design stays higher on 
shoulders for increased blocking surface, 
and extended protection coverage
 � Full Pro Spec domestic construction

 � Tapered forearm padding
 � HD and carbon reinforced main arm floaters
 � Larger flat style shoulder floaters
 � Suspender retention strap on shoulder floaters 
 � Four-point adjustable elbow pads
 � Mesh arm base for flex and ventilation
 � Back spine pad with HD foam insert
 � Wide profile to increase net coverage
 � Adjustable wrist straps 
 � Added padding to bicep for impact resistance
 � Available in colors, Black/Red/White 
and Black/Blue/White
 � Available in sizes XS, S, M, L, XL and custom

ADULT FITTING GUIDE

XS 5' to 5'2"

S 5'3" to 5'5"

M 5'6" to 5'9"

L 5'10" to 6'

XL 6'1" to 6'5"



CUSTOM COLORS
AND STRIPES

AVAILABLE
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P SLR3 PRO CARBON GOAL PANT
FEATURES
 � Large five-hole blocks, with 
high-density foam
 � Lace-up front waist, provides increased 
adjustment and wider profile
 � Double layered side groin pads increased 
flexibility and protection coverage
 � Tall front waist, designed to integrate with 
the new SLR3 Arm and Chest Pad design
 � Wide 11" thigh guards for 
greater net coverage
 � Wider looser fit cut
 � Double layered padding over 
inner thigh seams
 � Internal padded support belt
 � Pure Carbon in tail bone section

 � Aero-Spacer mesh lining for ventilation
 � Molded kidney pads and segmented waist 
 � Wide 5" crotch stretch for flexibility
 � Inner thigh stretch panels
 � Molded hip padding
 � Extra tall tail bone pad extends 
to cover lower back
 � Internal hip and tail bone cushion padding
 � HD foam waist section padding
 � Available in Black, Navy, Red, and 
custom colors and stripes
 � Available in sizes S (36-38), M (40-42),  
L (44-46), XL (48-50), XXL (52-54)

Note: add 8-10 inches to actual waist size then match to appropriate pant size. The extra room is 
needed because of the padding thickness and to allow for your chest protector.



VPG V9 PRO LEG PAD
FEATURES
 � Firmer front surface gives more active rebound
 � Quick slide material on inner pad edge
 � Bottom trim with quick slide material
 � Lower skate strap with Elastic and Velcro closure
 � Wide inner leg cradle with wider shape 
 � Extended back leg coverage
 � Lower profile outside roll with single break style
 � Plus 2” thigh rise with square shaped inside edge
 � Thinner outside panel profile for less bulk
 � Pre-curved shape for precise shape 
 � The inner knee cradle pad is adjustable
 � Two-way adjustable knee cradle strap
 � Knee cradle center with MSH, 
speeds pad and leg rotation

 �  Wider inner knee landing surface
 �  Pad sizing on back thigh rise
 �  Three knee roll design
 �  Inner core is rebound active
 �  Pad shape maximizes full width 
top to bottom full 11” width
 �  Scoop bend with easier flex
 �  Outer knee cradle pad is adjustable or removable
 �  Reinforced instep over skate
 �  Colors available: White/Black,  
White/Blue, White/Red, White/White, Black/Black
 � Available in sizes, 32+2", 33+2", 
34+2", 35+2", 36+2" 

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLUEBLACK/BLACK WHITE/REDWHITE/WHITEWHITE/BLACK
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ADULT FITTING GUIDE

XS 5' to 5'2"

S 5'3" to 5'5"

M 5'6" to 5'9"

L 5'10" to 6'

XL 6'1" to 6'5"

VP V9 PRO ARM AND CHEST PAD
FEATURES
 � HD Carbon foams used for light 
weight and increased protection
 � Chest design expands coverage area
 � Extended side rib cage coverage
 � Chest pad vertical adjustment system
 � Large back pad with HD foam over spine area
 � Large style shoulder floaters 
for maximum coverage 
 � Large shoulder cap cushions provide 
increased impact resistance

 � HD shoulder floaters with extended length 
to increase protection in arm pit area
 � Designed to hold shoulder 
floaters square and secure
 � V9 graphics and color scheme 
for a more visual appeal
 � Available in sizes XS, S, M, L, XL

2 0  |  VA U G H N H O C K E Y. C O M 



T V9 XP PRO CATCH GLOVE 
FEATURES
 � V9 graphics for distinctive look and appeal
 � One-piece cuff and thumb
 � Molded palm and front thumb insert
 � Defined break point for easy closing
 � Reinforced finger perimeter edge
 � Floating cuff design for added wrist movement
 � Hex mesh inner lining for faster drying
 � HD foam in back pad over fingers
 � Finger tip deflecting rail with HD carbon foams
 � Deep back thumb mold adds 
stability and comfort

 � Inner hand strap for retention and control
 � Cuff with no binding maximizes blocking surface
 � 45” perimeter size
 � Front surface is wider at finger 
perimeter on XP glove
 � Mesh finger stalls for comfort and heat dispersal
 � Full wrist strap allows tighter adjustment 
 � Added padding in wrist strap 
for increased comfort
 � Heat moldable for precise fit

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLUEWHITE/RED WHITE/WHITEWHITE/BLACKBLACK/BLACK

T V9 PRO
ALSO AVAILABLE 
2-piece cuff and front design
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B V9 PRO BLOCKER
FEATURES
 � Thick foam inner board for increased stiffness
 � Deep board top bend for puck deflection 
 � Laced down blocker front for 
superior puck control
 � Back hand cushion pad for 
comfort and protection
 � Palm with index and small finger trigger design
 � Finger protectors with composite core
 � Side finger protector protection

 �  Large index side finger protection 
 � Palm designed for improved fit and comfort
 �  HD carbon foam for increased 
protection and performance
 �  Side shield with HD foam for stability
 �  Floating cuff design increases wrist movement
 �  Side index floating pad
 �  Full Pro size with 8” x 15” blocking surface

P V9 PRO GOAL PANT
FEATURES
 � Taper fit waist
 � Taller front waist section with HD inserts
 � Wider at hips for added room 
 � Added volume in front area to give 
more room for double cup
 � Front panel design gives added flex to pant
 � Large segmented side groin pads
 � Padded belt adds protection
 � Flared waist section for easier torso movement

 � Full wraparound thigh guards
 � Inner thigh padding increases protection
 � Aero-Spacer mesh lining for 
comfort and ventilation
 � Molded hip padding with added cushion pads
 � Available in Black, Navy, and Red
 � Available in sizes XS (32-34), 
S (36-38), M (40-42), L (44-46),  
XL (48-50), XXL (52-54)

Note: add 8-10 inches to actual waist size then match to appropriate pant size.

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLUE BLACK/BLACKWHITE/REDWHITE/WHITEWHITE/BLACK
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VPG SLR3 PRO LEG PAD
FEATURES
 � Pro-core internal structure
 � Balance stabilizer inside knee design
 � Solid outside roll with beveled 
puck deflecting shape
 � Flat inner edge with higher density foam
 � HD foam internal core front panel 
for superior performance
 � Flat front blocking surface with firm construction
 � Quick slide inner edge
 � Rebound positive internal foams
 � Flexible scoop for increased mobility 
 � Bungee cord toe attachment
 � Wide knee cradle with angled adjustable strap

 � Wider leg cradle design speeds pad rotation
 � Deeper inner knee side panel for 
added balance and coverage
 � Firm front pad surface for more 
active puck response
 � Tapered outer edge on knee cradle 
for added pad rotation
 � Rotation control strap
 � Top thigh rise creates increased blocking surface
 � Very light weight
 � Pre-shaped pad structure for precision fit
 � Available in sizes 32+2", 33+2", 34+2", 35+2"

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/REDWHITE/BLUE WHITE/WHITEWHITE/BLACKBLACK/BLACK
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THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/REDBLACK/BLACK WHITE/WHITEWHITE/BLACKWHITE/BLUE
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T SLR3 PRO CATCH GLOVE
FEATURES
 � Large solid thumb style for greater 
surface area and net coverage
 � Front design has extra wide open pocket area
 � Wider and extra deep single bar T-web pocket
 � Molded palm provides increased 
protection and superior glove shape
 � Increased palm padding
 � Neoprene flex inner hand for glove control
 � Reinforced finger edge perimeter

 � Positive grip inner hand base
 � Padded wrist strap with increased adjustment
 � Internal added wrist padding 
 � Fingertip deflecting rail
 � Full Pro construction with 45" perimeter
 � Flared back cuff for increased wrist movement
 � Heat moldable for custom fit 
and quicker break-in



B SLR3 PRO BLOCKER
FEATURES
 � High-density internal foam blocking 
board for lightweight
 � Ergonomically shaped palm with 
cushion padding to reduce vibration
 � Tapered bottom board
 � Large wrist opening with flex cuff
 � Side shield with super high-density insert
 � Thumb cushioning pad reduces impact
 � Full molded finger protectors 
with wraparound design
 � Quick slide lower board for less drag on ice
 � Side shield overlaps front board 
to add extra stiffness

 � New palm overlay is hydrophobic to 
repel moisture, and increase stick feel
 � Extra stiff surface provides 
precision puck placement
 � No binding construction effectively 
increases usable blocking space
 � Adjustable wrist strap
 � Large top board flare for puck deflecting
 � Double layered palm for durability
 � Large two-piece finger protectors
 � Full pro construction with 15” 
x 8” blocking board

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLUE WHITE/REDWHITE/WHITEBLACK/BLACK WHITE/BLACK
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VP SLR3 PRO ARM AND CHEST PAD
FEATURES
 � New lower chest pad design, allows 
options for fitting into pants
 � Extra width for greater coverage on chest pad
 � Dual chest pad strapping system 
adds body stability
 � Extended back shoulder padding
 � Large front surface shoulder floaters 
adds protection to blocking surface
 � Full back protection with dual 
straps for improved fit
 � Increased shoulder floater surface area
 � Increased thickness bicep and forearm padding
 � Adjustable flex for main arm floaters
 � Velcro® adjustable back spine 
padding with HD protection 

 � Tapered forearm padding 
 � No gap main arm floaters with 
molded side elbow caps
 � Molded plastic and foam forearm 
and bicep padding
 � Four point adjustable elbow pads
 � Aero-spacer mesh sleeves for 
added flex for quick break-in 
 � Extended side rib and chest pad padding
 � Cushion air padding on shoulder floaters 
 � Adjustable shoulder floater positioning
 � Side chest pad extension padding
 � Available in sizes S, M, L, XL

ADULT FITTING GUIDE

S 5'3" to 5'5"

M 5'6" to 5'9"

L 5'10" to 6'

XL 6'1" to 6'5"
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P SLR3 PRO GOAL PANT
FEATURES
 � Loose fit style with front groin pads
 � Lace up front for adjustment
 � Wide thigh guards with slight curve 
for added net coverage 
 � Inner five-hole blockers on inner thigh
 � Taller upper waist section for increased coverage
 � Molded kidney protection and 
segmented HD inserts in waist
 � Extended upper tail bone padding 
with high-density inserts

 � Wider crotch stretch panel for added flex
 � Inner thigh five-hole padding
 � Inner support belt with double 
pull adjustment straps
 � Wide thigh pads with 11" width
 � Available in Black, Navy, Red
 � Available in sizes S (36-38),  
M (40-42), L (44-46), XL (48-50) 

Note: add 8-10 inches to actual waist size then match to appropriate pant size. The extra room is needed 
because of the padding thickness and to allow for your chest protector. 
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VPG V9 INTERMEDIATE LEG PAD
FEATURES
 � Firmer front surface gives more active rebound
 � Quick slide material on inner pad edge
 � Bottom trim with quick slide material
 � Lower skate strap with Elastic and Velcro closure
 � Wide inner leg cradle with wider shape 
 � Extended back leg coverage
 � Lower profile outside roll with single break style
 � Plus 2” thigh rise with square shaped inside edge
 � Thinner outside panel profile for less bulk
 � Pre-curved shape for precise shape 
 � Inner knee cradle pad is adjustable 

 � Two-way adjustable knee cradle strap
 � Knee cradle center with MSH 
speeds pad and leg rotation
 � Wider inner knee landing surface
 � Pad sizing on back thigh rise
 � Three knee roll design
 � Inner core is rebound active
 � Scoop bend with easier flex
 � Outer knee cradle pad is adjustable or removable
 � Reinforced instep over skate
 � Available in sizes 28+2", 30+2", 31+2"

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/WHITE WHITE/BLUE BLACK/BLACKWHITE/BLACK WHITE/RED
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VP V9 INTERMEDIATE ARM AND CHEST PAD
FEATURES
 � HD Carbon foams used for light 
weight and increased protection
 � Chest design expands coverage area
 � Same features as our Pro unit 
scaled down to INT sizing
 � Chest pad vertical adjustment system
 � V9 graphics and color scheme 
for more visual appeal
 � Designed for light weight and comfort 
with extreme adjustability

 � Segmented shoulder floaters with HD foam 
 � Flat front surface arm caps 
increase coverage area
 � Arm floaters with deeper side 
profile adds to coverage area
 � Arm floaters with mid bar pad in center seam
 � Adjustable arm length and positioning 
for precise custom fit
 � Available in intermediate sizes  
M, L, XL, XXL

INTERMEDIATE FITTING GUIDE

M 4'4" to 4'7"

L 4'8" to 4'11"

XL 5' to 5'1"

XXL 5'1" to 5'3"
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T V9 XP INTERMEDIATE CATCH GLOVE
FEATURES
 � V9 graphics for distinctive look and appeal
 � One-piece cuff and thumb
 � Molded palm and front thumb insert
 � Defined break point for easy closing
 � Reinforced finger perimeter edge
 � Floating cuff design for added wrist movement
 � Hex mesh inner lining for faster drying
 � HD foam in back pad over fingers
 � Finger tip deflecting rail

 � Deep back thumb mold adds 
stability and comfort
 � Inner hand strap for retention and control
 � Cuff with no binding maximizes blocking surface
 � 43” perimeter size
 � Mesh finger stalls for comfort and heat dispersal
 � Full wrist strap allows tighter adjustment 
 � Added padding in wrist strap 
for increased comfort
 � Heat moldable for precise fit

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLUEWHITE/RED WHITE/WHITEWHITE/BLACK

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLUEWHITE/BLACKBLACK/BLACK

BLACK/BLACK

WHITE/WHITEWHITE/RED

T V9 INTERMEDIATE CATCH GLOVE
 � V9 graphics for distinctive look and appeal
 � Defined break point for easy closing
 � Reinforced finger perimeter edge
 � Two-piece cuff and front design
 � Hex mesh inner lining for faster drying
 � HD foam in back pad over fingers
 � Finger tip deflecting rail with HD foams
 � Inner hand strap for retention and control

 � Cuff with no binding maximizes blocking surface
 � 43” perimeter size
 � Mesh finger stalls for comfort and heat dispersal
 � Neoprene inner hand control
 � Four section back hand padding for flexibility
 � Internal grip rail on inside palm 
for more closing grip 
 � Full wrist strap allows tighter adjustment 
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B V9 INTERMEDIATE BLOCKER 
FEATURES
 � Large side shield with HD ridge
 � Full coverage formed finger protectors
 � Higher hand position
 � Secure palm hold down tabs for 
increased glove control
 � Back hand pad internal cushion
 � Tapered side profile
 � VX suede palm for control, comfort and grip

 � Double layered side index finger guards
 � High-density reinforced finger protector inserts
 � Laced down board front surface 
gives more puck control
 � Polyethylene front board insert
 � Narrow profile thumb design reduces 
stick wear on edges of thumb

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLUEWHITE/REDWHITE/WHITEWHITE/BLACKBLACK/BLACK
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P V9 INTERMEDIATE GOAL PANT
FEATURES
 � Taper fit waist
 � Taller front waist section with HD inserts
 � Wider at hips for added room 
 � Added volume in front area to give 
more room for double cup
 � Front panel design gives added flex to pant
 � Large segmented side groin pads
 � Padded belt adds protection
 � Flared waist section for easier torso movement

 � Full wraparound thigh guards
 � Inner thigh padding increases protection
 � Aero-Spacer mesh lining for 
comfort and ventilation
 � Molded hip padding with added cushion pads 
 � Available in Black, Navy, and Red
 � Available in sizes M (24-26),  
L (26-28), XL (28-30), XXL (30-32).  
Actual waist size.



VPG SLR3 JUNIOR LEG PAD
FEATURES
 � Full foam core internal structure
 � Full flat front blocking surface
 � Solid outside roll with beveled profile shape
 � Flat inner edge with higher density foam
 � HD foam internal core front panel 
for superior performance
 � Tall graphic has split front face 
and sewn in graphic stripes
 � Bungee cord toe attachment
 � Quick slide inside edge material
 � Wide knee cradle with angled adjustable strap
 � Wider leg cradle design speeds pad rotation

 � Deeper inner knee side panel for 
added balance and coverage
 � Firm front pad surface for more 
active puck response
 � Tapered outer edge on knee cradle 
for added pad rotation
 � Rotation control strap
 � Top thigh rise creates increased blocking surface
 � Very light weight
 � Pre shaped pad structure for precision fit
 � Available in sizes 24+2", 26+2", 
28+2", 30+2", 31+2"

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

BLACK/BLACK WHITE/RED WHITE/WHITEWHITE/BLACKWHITE/BLUE
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T SLR3 JUNIOR CATCH GLOVE
FEATURES
 � Large solid thumb format front catch 
profile for greater net coverage 
 � Front design has extra wide open pocket area
 � Wider and extra deep single bar T-web pocket
 � Molded palm provides increased 
protection and superior glove shape
 � Increased palm padding
 � Neoprene flex inner hand for glove control
 � Reinforced finger edge perimeter

 � Positive grip inner hand base
 � Padded wrist strap with increased adjustment
 � Internal added wrist padding 
 � Fingertip deflecting rail
 � Flared back cuff for increased wrist movement
 � Heat moldable for custom fit 
and quicker break-in
 � Large 39.5" perimeter dimension

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/REDBLACK/BLACK WHITE/BLUE WHITE/WHITEWHITE/BLACK
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B SLR3 JUNIOR BLOCKER
FEATURES
 � High-density internal foam blocking 
board for lightweight
 � Ergonomically shaped palm with 
cushion padding to reduce vibration
 � Index trigger finger design
 � Large side shield with air cushion thumb pad
 � Tapered bottom board
 � Large wrist opening with flex cuff
 � No binding construction effectively 
increases usable blocking space

 � Adjustable wrist strap
 � Two piece finger protectors 
with large surface area
 � Large top board flare for puck deflecting
 � Double layered palm for durability
 � HD foam protection over fingertips
 � Large two-piece finger protectors
 � Blocking board size 13 ½" x 7 ¼"

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLUE WHITE/REDWHITE/WHITE WHITE/BLACKBLACK/BLACK
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VP SLR3 JUNIOR ARM AND CHEST PAD
FEATURES
 � Increased shoulder floater surface area
 � Increased thickness bicep and forearm padding
 � Velcro® adjustable back spine 
padding with HD protection 
 � Tapered forearm padding 
 � Extra large flexible belly flap 
 � No gap main arm floaters with 
molded side elbow caps
 � Molded plastic and foam forearm 
and bicep padding

 � Four point adjustable elbow pads
 � Aero-spacer mesh sleeves for 
added flex for quick break-in 
 � Extended side rib and chest pad padding
 � Cushion air padding on shoulder floaters 
 � Adjustable shoulder floater positioning
 � Side chest pad extension padding
 � Available in Junior sizes S, M, L, XL

P SLR3 JUNIOR GOAL PANT
FEATURES
 � Loose fit style with front groin pads
 � Lace up front for adjustment
 � Wide thigh guards with slight curve 
for added net coverage 
 � Inner five-hole blockers on inner thigh
 � Taller upper waist section for 
increased coverage design
 � Molded kidney protection and 
segmented HD inserts in waist
 � Extended upper tail bone padding 
with high-density inserts

 � Wider crotch stretch panel for added flex
 � Inner thigh five-hole padding
 � Inner support belt with double 
pull adjustment straps
 � Wide thigh pads with 10" width
 � Available in Black, Navy, Red
 � Available in junior sizes  
S (20-22), M (24-26), L (26-28), 
XL (28-30). Actual waist size.

JUNIOR FITTING GUIDE

 S 4' to 4'3"

M 4'4" to 4'7"

 L

XL

4'8"

5"

to

to

4'11"

5'2"
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VPG V9 JUNIOR LEG PAD
FEATURES
 � Firmer front surface gives more active rebound
 � Quick slide material on inner pad edge
 � Bottom trim with quick slide material
 � Wide inner leg cradle with wider shape 
 � Extended back leg coverage
 � Lower profile outside roll with single break style
 � Plus 2” thigh rise with square shaped inside edge
 � Thinner outside panel profile for less bulk
 � Pre-curved shape for precise shape 

 � Inner knee cradle pad is adjustable 
 � Two-way adjustable knee cradle strap
 � Wider inner knee landing surface
 � Three knee roll design
 � Inner core is rebound active
 � Scoop bend with easier flex
 � Outer knee cradle pad is adjustable or removable
 � Reinforced instep over skate
 � Available in sizes 24+2", 26+2", 28+2"

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLUEWHITE/REDWHITE/BLACKWHITE/WHITEBLACK/BLACK
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VP V9 JUNIOR ARM AND CHEST PAD
FEATURES
 � HD Carbon foams used for light 
weight and increased protection
 � Chest design expands coverage area
 � Scaled in fit, flex and protection 
for junior size goaltender
 � Chest pad vertical adjustment system
 � Designed for light weight and comfort 
with extreme adjustability

 � Segmented shoulder floaters with HD foam 
 � Arm floaters with deeper side 
profile adds to coverage area
 � Arm floaters with mid bar pad in center seam
 � Adjustable arm length and positioning 
for precise custom fit
 � Available in standard color Black/White/Charcoal 
 � Available in sizes S/M, M/L

JUNIOR FITTING GUIDE

S/M 4' to 4'5"

M/L 4'6" to 4'9"
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T V9 XP JUNIOR CATCH GLOVE
FEATURES
 � V9 graphics for distinctive look and appeal
 � One-piece cuff and thumb
 � Defined break point for easy closing
 � Thicker padding over impact area of fingers
 � Finger tip deflecting rail with HD foams

 � Glove is 4% smaller than intermediate size
 � 39 inch perimeter measurement
 � Inner hand strap for retention and control
 � Cuff with no binding maximizes blocking surface
 � Full wrist strap allows tighter adjustment 

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLUEWHITE/REDBLACK/BLACK WHITE/WHITEWHITE/BLACK
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THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLUEWHITE/REDWHITE/WHITEWHITE/BLACKBLACK/BLACK

B V9 JUNIOR BLOCKER
FEATURES
 � V9 graphics for distinctive look and appeal
 � Deep board top bend for puck deflection 
 � Palm with index trigger design
 � Side finger protector
 � Large index side finger protection 
 � Palm design for improved fit and comfort

 � HD carbon foam for increased 
protection and performance
 � Side shield with HD foam for stability
 � Floating cuff design increases wrist movement
 � Side index floating pad

P V9 JUNIOR GOAL PANT
FEATURES
 � Taper fit waist
 � Taller front waist section with HD inserts
 � Wider at hips for added room 
 � Padded external belt adds protection
 � Wide crotch stretch material
 � Large segmented tail bone padding
 � Flared waist section for easier torso movement

 � Inner thigh padding increases protection
 � Aero-Spacer mesh lining for 
comfort and ventilation
 � Molded hip padding with added cushion pads
 � Black color only
 � Available in sizes. S/M (20-24), M/L (24-28).  
Actual waist size.
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VPG SLR3 YOUTH LEG PAD
FEATURES
 � Full foam core internal structure
 � Full flat front blocking surface
 � Solid outside roll with beveled profile shape
 � Flat inner edge with higher density foam
 � Tall graphic has split front face 
and graphic stripes
 � Bungee cord toe attachment
 � Quick slide inside edge material
 � Wide knee cradle with angled adjustable strap
 � Deeper inner knee side panel for 
added balance and coverage

 � Firm front pad surface for more 
active puck response
 � Tapered outer edge on knee cradle 
for added pad rotation
 � Rotation control strap
 � Very light weight
 � Pre shaped pad structure for precision fit
 � White/Black color only
 � Available in sizes 22+2", 24+2", 26+2"
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T SLR3 YOUTH CATCH GLOVE 
FEATURES
 � Large front catch profile for an open pocket area
 � Wide and extra deep T-web 
pocket for puck retention
 � Molded front thumb, back, thumb, and palm 
section for added shape and performance
 � Neoprene flex inner hand for glove control
 � Positive grip inner hand base
 � Padded wrist strap with increased adjustment

 � Fingertip deflecting rail
 � Easy close construction
 � Flared back cuff for increased wrist movement
 � Heat moldable for custom fit 
and quicker break-in
 � Notched heel for stick placement while shooting
 � White/Black color only
 � Adjustable wrist strap

B SLR3 YOUTH BLOCKER
FEATURES
 � Angled top blocking board
 � Air cushioned back hand shock pad
 � Full finger protection
 � Full side shield hand protection
 � Index finger side guard
 � Tapered bottom edge for paddle 
down movements

 � Tapered top board for added wrist movement
 � Adjustable wrist strap
 � High quality VX suede palm 
for durability and feel
 � Flex cuff design
 � White/Black color only
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T V9 YOUTH CATCH GLOVE
FEATURES 
 � Easy close design with extra flexibility
 � Optimized shape for puck coverage on the ice
 � Large deep T-web pocket
 � Adjustable wrist strap for glove security
 � Full back hand padding

 � Molded front thumb, back thumb 
and palm sections
 � Open front design
 � Colors: White/Black only

VPG V9 YOUTH LEG PAD
FEATURES
 � Easy flex design specifically for smaller age group
 � Easy strap system with quick Velcro 
attachment on leg and knee areas
 � Cushion padding on inside landing 
areas of knee and calf 
 � Pre-shaped for easy break-in
 � Full outer knee and calf protection
 � Pads marked left and right
 � Full pro look with V9 graphics

 � Lower skate control leather strap
 � Double layer inner knee cradle padding
 � Split top outside roll provides added flexibility
 � Built in pad curve helps close 
off the five-hole area
 � Pad width 9 inches
 � Colors: White/Black only
 � Pad lengths available in sizes 
20+2", 22+2", 24+2", 26+2"
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B V9 YOUTH BLOCKER
FEATURES
 � Curved flare at top blocking board
 � Side shield for added coverage and protection
 � Contoured cuff for increased wrist movement
 � Side index finger pad
 � Full finger protection

 � Tapered top and bottom board edges
 � Palm position optimized for 
picking stick up off ice
 � Molded thumb protector
 � Colors: White/Black only

VP V9 YOUTH ARM AND CHEST PAD
FEATURES
 � Design gives greater chest and belly coverage
 � Increased vertical adjustment for chest pad
 � Adjustable arm length
 � Full adjustable spine protection
 � Molded shoulder and arm caps

 � Side elbow impact protection
 � Molded forearm and bicep pads
 � HD foams in Chest pad 
 � Segmented shoulder floaters
 � Available in youth sizes S/M and M/L 

YOUTH FITTING GUIDE

S/M 4' to 4'5"

M/L 4'6" to 4'9"
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VM PRO VELOCITY PC GOAL 
MASK
FEATURES
 � Hand crafted pro goal mask with 
increased stiffness and thickness 
for superior impact resistance 
 � Pro style shape for enhanced 
fit and puck deflection
 � Vinyl nitrile pro foam internal lining
 � Pro style adjustable harness
 � Narrow profile chin area
 � Replaceable sweat band
 � Non-certified pro cage standard
 � Available in White only
 � Available in Adult sizes M, L

VM PRO VELOCITY GOAL MASK
FEATURES
 � Precision molded pro goal mask 
features an increased thickness shell 
for superior impact resistance 
 � Pro style shape for enhanced 
fit and puck deflection
 � Vinyl nitrile pro foam internal lining
 � Pro style adjustable harness
 � Narrow profile chin area
 � Replaceable sweat band
 � VM Pro Velocity SB straight bar cage
 � VM Pro Velocity PC cateye cage
 � Available in White, Black, Navy, Red
 � Available in Adult sizes M, L
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VM PRO CUSTOM GOAL 
MASK
FEATURES
 � Hand crafted pro goal mask features 
an increased thickness shell for 
superior impact resistance 
 � Pro style shape for enhanced 
fit and puck deflection
 � Vinyl nitrile pro foam internal lining
 � Pro style adjustable harness
 � Narrow profile chin area
 � Replaceable sweat band
 � Non-certified pro cage standard
 � Available in White only
 � Available in Adult sizes M, L

VM JUNIOR GOAL MASK
FEATURES
 � Special designed shell for precision 
fit for smaller goaltenders
 � Polycarbonate high pressure injected shell
 � Pro style shape for enhanced 
fit and puck deflection
 � Flared lower chin profile improves 
downward visibility
 � Vent holes to dissipate heat
 � Dual density internal lining
 � Lightweight
 � Powder coated cage with low gloss 
finish for greater visibility 
 � Pro style adjustable harness
 � Narrow profile chin area
 � Adjustable chin cup and 
low profile chin strap
 � Chin cup with anti bacterial treatment
 � Replaceable sweat band
 � Mask comes with padded carry bag
 � Available with straight bar only
 � Fully HECC, CSA and CE certified
 � Colors available in Black, or White
 � Available in junior size

MASK FITTING GUIDE - ADULT
Mask Size Hat Size Head Size/ inches Circumference (mm)

Medium 6 3/4 to 7 1/4 21.25" to 22.75" 540mm to 578mm

Large 7 1/4 to 7 7/8 22.75" to 24.50" 578mm to 635mm

MASK FITTING GUIDE - ADULT
Mask Size Hat Size Head Size/ inches Circumference (mm)

Junior 6 1/2 to 6 3/4 20.12" to 21.25" 521mm to 540mm
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VGS PRO CARBON
GOAL STICK

NEW
V35 PATTERN
FEATURES
 � Rounded handle 
allows for tighter 
grip and comfort
 � V35 curve is 
more aggressive 
with increased 
blade twist
 � Rounded toe 
and heel on 
curve pattern
 � Sloped hand position 
at top of paddle

 � 18k carbon weave 
for high strength 
and stiffness
 � Thin profile reduces 
mass and weight
 � Extremely well 
balanced for 
lighter feel
 � Available in standard 
hand only
 � Available in 24", 
25”, 26”, 27” 
paddle length

V31 PATTERN
FEATURES
 � Full carbon fiber 
construction for 
extreme light weight
 � Pro-spec 
construction for 
optimal performance
 � Hexagon shaped 
grip area designed 
for precision control
 � 18k carbon weave 
for stiffness and 
puck deflection
 � V31 pro curve for 
good puck lift 
while shooting
 � Bias weave 
reinforced blade for 
improved stiffness
 � 670 grams for great 
feel and balance
 � Internal foam 
matrix material 

to reduce and 
dampen vibrations
 � Thin profile on 
paddle reduces 
weight and mass for 
improved balance
 � Rounded corners on 
paddle give superior 
grip and feel
 � Durable High 
modulus carbon 
fiber construction 
gives added strength 
for great durability
 � Available in standard 
and opposite curves
 � Matte finish 
Silver and Black 
main colors
 � Available in 24", 
25”, 26”, 27” 
paddle length

V31 CURVEV35 CURVE

V35 PATTERN
HANDLE PROFILE

V31 PATTERN
HANDLE PROFILE

STANDARD
HANDLE POSITION

SLOPED
HANDLE POSITION

18K WEAVE

V31
PATTERN

NEW

V35
PATTERN
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VGS PRO V CUSTOM
GOAL STICK
FEATURES
 � Foam core base with internal composite 
inserts for added performance
 � Carbon graphite laminated blade 
with bias weave material for excellent 
stiffness which provides excellent 
puck deflection and control
 � Paddle is laminated with vertical 
Fiberglass and carbon reinforcements to 
provide added stiffness and durability 
 � Stiff construction provides for 
more power in shooting
 � Blade composite design reduces 
twisting for increased puck control 
 � Light weight and balanced design
 � Thin profile paddle for reduced 
weight and balance
 � Sloped top paddle area for more 
comfortable grip and added stick control 
 � V31 mid blade curve to assist 
in puck lift while shooting
 � Aspen laminated handle with fiberglass 
and graphite reinforcements
 � Available in standard and opposite curves
 � Available in paddle length 24”, 25”, 26”, 27” 
 � Available in four colors, Black/White,  
Blue/White, Red/White, White/Black

V31 CURVE

HIGH-IMPACT
3-LAYER CARBON

COMPOSITE BLADE

Blue/White

Black/White

Red/White

White/Black
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VGC SLR
JUNIOR 

VGC SLR 
INTERMEDIATE

VGC SLR PRO

DOUBLE CUP  
PROTECTION

SYSTEM

VGC SLR GOAL CUP
FEATURES
 � Contoured shape for improved fit
 � HD foam top waist for more impact resistance
 � Side leg bumpers to add comfort 
 � Light weight Aero-spacer mesh body 
for ventilation and quick drying
 � Adjustable waist elastic with Velcro closure
 � SLR Pro adult fits waist 30" to 44"
 � SLR Intermediate fits waist 24" to 31"
 � SLR Junior fits waist 19" to 26"

VGC SLR PRO CARBON GOAL 
CUP
FEATURES
 � True Pro Spec construction
 � Full front double cup for maximum protection
 � Advanced designed Injected molded main cup 
with extra thickness for superior performance
 � Carbon fiber front cup panel and 
waist inserts add protection
 � Segments of HD and foam front waist section 
provides increased coverage and flexibility
 � Large side leg bumpers for comfort 
and impact cushioning
 � Wide waist band with Velcro adjustment
 � Adjustable leg retention support straps
 � Fits waist sizes 32" to 44"

VGC SLR Carbon Intermediate - fits  
waist sizes 25" to 32"
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VGC V9 PRO GOAL CUP
FEATURES
 � The V9 model with increased protection
 � Contoured top waist for improved fit
 � HD segments in waist area
 � Wide adjustable waist elastic
 � Side cushion bumpers
 � Adjustable leg straps 
 � V9 standard color scheme
 � Velcro adjustable waist and leg straps
 � Stronger, thicker, injection molded 
cup with rubber edge bumper
 � Cushion padding on back for added comfort
 � Fits waist sizes 32" to 44" 

VGC V9 Intermediate - fits waist sizes 25" to 32"

WPP 998
FEATURES
 � Women’s specific pelvic protector
 � Mesh exterior for quick drying
 � Molded inner protection panel
 � Wide adjustable waist band
 � Adjustable leg straps
 � Light weight
 � Fits waist sizes 26" to 36" 

VGC V9 PRO

VGC V9
INTERMEDIATE
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BG V9 PRO GOAL BAG
FEATURES
 � Large U-shaped top opening
 � Large heavy duty #10 zippers
 � Carry straps are box 
stitched and riveted
 � Grommets for ventilation
 � Embroidered graphics
 � Pull handles on both ends
 � 3 wheel design
 � Internal side pockets
 � 1680 denier nylon construction 
 � Internal end pocket
 � Exterior dimensions:  
42" long x 21" high x 19" wide
 � Available in black only

BG V9 INTERMEDIATE 
GOAL BAG
FEATURES
 � 1200 denier nylon construction
 � Greater abrasion resistance
 � Box stitched and riveted 
carry handles
 � Large U shaped top opening
 � Heavy duty webbing
 � #10 zippers
 � 3 wheel design
 � Screen printed graphics
 � Exterior dimensions: 
34" long x 18" high x 20" wide
 � Available in black only
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BG SLR PRO CARRY BAG
FEATURES
 � Super-sized with 41" x  
23" x 21" 
 � Extra durable 1680 denier nylon exterior
 � Large number 10 top closure zipper
 � Reinforced bottom corners
 � Double layered bottom
 � Water resistant materials
 � End grab handles
 � Horizontal webbing strap to 
reinforce body of bag
 � Adjustable length carry handles 
with metal adjustment hardware
 � Double stitched and box stitched 
handle attachments
 � Paddle carry handle 
 � Available in black only

BG MGB GOAL BAG
FEATURES
 � Completely domestic made
 � Extra rugged and durable construction
 � 1000 denier Cordura 
Plus nylon exterior
 � Dual layer bound inner seams
 � Dual lock stitched zippers
 � Extra heavy webbed straps 
along bag bottom and sides
 � Adjustable length carry handles
 � Metal hardware
 � Sterling double layered bottom
 � Reinforced corners
 � Player name pocket
 � 3 year warranty for anything 
but skate cuts or damage
 � Custom colors available
 � Size 42" long 22" wide and 24" deep
 � Available in standard colors of Black, 
Navy, Red and many custom colors

CUSTOM COLORS AVAILABLE
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KP SLR SR

KP SLR KNEE AND 
THIGH GUARDS 
FEATURES
 � Low profile design
 � Molded plastic thigh section
 � Multi-layered internal foam padding
 � Profiled knee section fits close 
to knee for less bulk
 � Adjustable knee and thigh straps
 � Grip strips on top thigh elastic 
to prevent slipping
 � Contoured knee section with 
dimension shape for precise fit
 � Elastic connection between knee and 
thigh allows for full movement and flex
 � Available in sizes Sr, Int, Jr
 � Black color only

VKP SLR KNEE AND
THIGH GUARD
FEATURES
 � Pro three piece design
 � Durable nylon exterior 
 � Three adjustable straps for 
precise adjustment 
 � Wraparound design extends protection 
to inner and outer sides of the leg
 � Top thigh strap with urethane grip 
strips on elastic for added security
 � Low profile shape for closer fit
 � High-density polyethylene molded 
components provide for shock dispersal
 � Available in Black only

VKP V9 PRO AND 
INTERMEDIATE KNEE AND 
THIGH GUARD
FEATURES
 � Pro three piece design for flexibility
 � Large double shield for added protection 
and laces on for adjustment 
 � High-density polyethylene molded 
components provide for shock dispersal
 � Clarino synthetic leather on knee 
exterior for durability
 � Suede Clarino on inner knee 
for grip and durability
 � Wraparound design and protection
 � Three adjustable straps for precise adjustment 
 � Top thigh strap with urethane grip strips
 � Full flexibility with three piece hinged design
 � Garter belt attachment at waist
 � Available in Black only

KP SLR INT

KP SLR JR

VKP V9 PRO

VKP V9 INTERMEDIATE

SLR PRO ADULT

SLR INTERMEDIATE 

SLR JUNIOR
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VPC V9 PRO CARBON 
CLAVICLE PROTECTION
FEATURES
 � Extended width with molded plastic 
caps over the clavicle area
 � Carbon fiber in all front bib segments 
to increase protection
 � Extremely light weight with large coverage area
 � Contoured foam neck guard with Carbon 
fiber inserts at front impact point
 � Layered foam for impact resistance
 � Cushion inner neck layer for comfort
 � Aero-spacer mesh exterior for 
light weight and fast drying
 � Domestic manufactured available 
in standard and custom colors
 � Adjustable elastic and Velcro attachment strap

VPC 9000 CLAVICLE AND
NECK PROTECTION
FEATURES
 � Shirt style designed with larger 
more comfortable fit
 � Mesh body construction for 
ventilation and air flow
 �  Larger foam chest area coverage
 �  Large sternum plastic insert
 �  Plastic shoulder inserts for increased protection
 � Adjustable neck strap for secure fit and comfort
 � BNQ certified
 � Available in Black color only
 � Available in adult sizes M, L

VPC 7000 CLAVICLE AND 
NECK PROTECTION
FEATURES
 � Ballistic nylon exterior construction
 � Cut resistant internal and external materials
 � BNQ certified
 � Higher neck line for added coverage area
 � Plastic reinforced Clavicle area
 � Adjustable neck strap
 � Available in adult sizes M and L
 � Available in colors Black, Navy, and Red 

VPC 7000 junior size also available with 
same specifications

VPC SLR PRO NECK
PROTECTION
FEATURES
 � Plastic reinforcement panels in Clavicle area
 � Durable nylon exterior
 � Layered foam for shock absorption
 � Cushion layered inner neck for comfort
 � Contoured neck design for comfort
 � Adjustable elastic and Velcro 
closure neck strap
 � Domestic manufactured
 � Available in standard and many 
custom colors 

VPC SLR Intermediate size also available
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VPS V9 PRO PADDED GOALIE  
COMPRESSION SHIRT
FEATURES
 � Base layer compression shirt
 � Large body cut allows for greater flexibility to 
fit goaltenders movements with no restrictions
 � Moisture wicking fabric for cool play
 � Arm padding placed for proper 
alignment from impacts
 � Removable padding in pockets for 
each section, this allows for washing 
or customizing of each pad
 � EVA foam forms to 
body for superior fit
 � Adult sizes - XS, S, 
M, L, XL, XXL

VPP V9 PRO PADDED GOALIE  
COMPRESSION PANT
FEATURES
 � Base layer pant with special cut to 
match a goalie’s specific movements
 � Moisture wicking fabric for cooler 
play and fast drying
 � Vented mesh panels in center and 
sides to help dissipate heat buildup
 � EVA foam padding in knee and lower 
thigh section for added protection
 � Velcro style fasteners to hold up socks
 � Flat overcast stitching 
provides flat seams 
for added comfort
 � Foam pieces are removable 
 � Machine washable
 � Available in sizes XS, 
S, M, L, XL, XXL

VENTED BACK PANEL
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CHEST

WAIST

VENTED BACK PANEL

VPS SLR PRO PADDED  
GOALIE COMPRESSION SHIRT
FEATURES
 � Base layer compression shirt with 
special goalie specific cut
 � Moisture wicking fabric
 � Mesh vent panel on back for heat release
 � Arm padding in bicep with ¾ sleeve length
 � Padding along clavicle and point of shoulder
 � Vented foam protection allows for heat escape
 � EVA foams form to fit body
 � Adult sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL

SIZES CHEST (Inches) CHEST (CM)

XS 30"- 32" 76-81

S 34"- 36" 86-92

M 38"- 40" 96-102

L 42"- 44" 106-112

XL 46"-48" 116-122

XXL 50"-52" 127-132

SIZES WAIST (Inches) WAIST (CM)

XS 26"-27" 67-70

S 28"-29" 72-76

M 30"-32" 80-85

L 34"-36" 89-94

XL 38"-40" 99-104

XXL 42"-44" 109-116

ADULT 
TOPS
CHEST: Place the 
tape measure under 
your arms at the 
fullest part of your 
chest, wraparound 
your body until the 
tape measure meets.

ADULT 
BOTTOMS
WAIST: Measure 
around your 
natural waistline 
right above your 
hips until the tape 
measure meets.

HOW TO MEASURE COMPRESSION SIZES
Ultra-tight skin fit, that keeps you locked in and mobile
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VTG 2000
THROAT
GUARD
FEATURES
 � Injection molded for superior strength 
 � Polished mold for added clarity 
and increased visibility
 � Polycarbonate material provides 
precise shape and strength
 � Contoured shape adds strength for shock 
dispersal and added neck and chin coverage
 � Flared chin for tighter fit against 
lower neck and chest area
 � Mounting clips and attachment 
laces are included
 � Available in colors, Clear, Smoke, Blue tint, 
Red tint 

VTG 2000 Intermediate Also available in clear only

REPLACEMENT PARTS 
We offer a full line of replacement parts for all 
Vaughn products, including: leg straps, toe straps 
and buckles, tie on toe assemblies, knee spacers, 
blocker palms, mask hardware, sweatbands, chin 

cups and replacement cages, plastic hardware for 
arm and chest protectors and replacement blocker 
board inserts.

VTG 2200 PRO
THROAT GUARD
FEATURES
 � Wider jaw area for increased coverage area
 � Perimeter mold line increase stiffness
 � Injection molded for superior strength 
 � Polished mold for added clarity 
and increased visibility
 � Polycarbonate material with thicker 
dimension and added protection 
 � Flared chin for tighter fit against 
lower neck and chest
 � Mounting clips and attachment 
laces are included
 � Available in colors, Clear, Smoke, Blue tint, 
Red tint 
 

BUNGEE
STRAP

TOE SLIDERS

TOE BARS

FOAM
STRIPS

SWEAT
BANDS

CHIN CUP

HARNESS

MASK 
BUCKLES

CAGE
CLIPS

STRAIGHT
BAR CAGE

PRO CAGECERT. CAT-EYE
CAGE

MASK
SCREW 
PACK
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WATER/SHAKER 
BOTTLE
FEATURES
 � PBA free injected plastic
 � Screw-on top with 
flip-top opening
 � Size: 28 oz.

T-SHIRT
FEATURES
 � T-shirt available in 
short sleeve style
 � Cotton 
construction 
with athletic cut
 � Athletic gray color with 
blue and black print
 � Available in adult 
sizes M, L, XL, XXL

TRACK SUIT
2-PIECE
FEATURES
 � Track suit with full athletic cut 
 � Constructed with 100% no 
shrinking polyester exterior
 � Interior mesh lining on jacket 
and pant for ventilation 
 � Jacket has zippered pockets and 
bottom draw string for fit
 � Pant has elastic waist zippered pocket
 � Pant has zippered lower legs
 � Black with charcoal gray trim and zippers
 � Available in sizes M, L, XL, XXL

HOODIE
FEATURES
 � Long sleeve hoodie with tapered 
cuff and front pockets
 � Zippered front 
 � Athletic gray body with tackle 
twill and embroidered logos
 � Athletic cut for full fit
 � Gray with black trim and print
 � Adult sizes M, L, XL, XXL

VBP BACKPACK 
FEATURES
 � Large sized back pack
 � 1680 denier nylon main 
body construction
 � Padded carry handles 
with adjustment straps
 � Large front 
zippered compartment
 � Internal front compartments with zippers
 � Double wear bottom
 � Padded lap top pocket
 � Padded back area 
 � Available in Blue/Black/Grey
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THESE AND MANY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/RED (902)

WHITE/RED/RED (907)

WHITE/BLUE (903)

WHITE/BLUE/BLUE (908)

WHITE/WHITE WEAVE (904)

WHITE/NAVY/NAVY (909)

ALL WHITE (905)

WHITE/GOLD/GOLD (910)

WHITE/BLACK (901)

WHITE/BLACK/BLACK (906)

WHITE/RED/BLACK/RED (917)

WHITE/RED/BLACK/WHITE (922)

WHITE/BLACK/RED (912)

WHITE/BLUE/BLACK/BLUE (918)

WHITE/SILVER/BLUE/WHITE (923)

WHITE/BLACK/BLUE (913)

WHITE/NAVY/RED/NAVY (919)

WHITE/RED/NAVY/WHITE (924)

WHITE/BLACK/ORANGE (914)

WHITE/GOLD/BLACK/GOLD (920)

WHITE/GOLD/BLACK/WHITE (925)

WHITE/BLACK/GOLD (915)

WHITE/SILVER/BLACK/SILVER (917)

WHITE/SILVER/BLACK/WHITE (921)

WHITE/BLACK/SILVER (911)

RED

ORANGE  WHITE SILVER SPORT GOLD BLACK

PURPLE

CALIFORNIA TANDC BLUE FOREST GREEN NAVY CRANBERRY TEAL ORANGE WEAVE

YELLOW

POWDER BLUE

EGGPLANTBLUE

MAROON BLUE WEAVE

SYNTHETIC LEATHER COLORS AVAILABLE
SWATCHES SHOWN MAY VARY SLIGHTLY IN COLOR
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THESE AND MANY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/RED (302)

WHITE/BLACK/RED (307)

WHITE/BLUE/RED/WHITE (317)

WHITE/WHITE/RED/WHITE (322)

WHITE/RED/WHITE (312)

WHITE/BLUE (303)

WHITE/BLACK/BLUE (308)

WHITE/BLACK/GOLD/WHITE (318)

WHITE/WHITE/BLUE/WHITE (323)

WHITE/BLUE/WHITE (313)

ALL BLACK (304)

WHITE/BLACK/GOLD (309)

WHITE/BLACK/SILVER/WHITE (319)

WHITE/WHITE/SILVER/WHITE (324)

WHITE/SILVER/WHITE (314)

ALL WHITE (305)

WHITE/BLACK/ORANGE (310)

WHITE/BLACK/ORANGE/WHITE (320)

WHITE/WHITE/GOLD/WHITE (325)

WHITE/NAVY/WHITE (315)

WHITE/BLACK (301)

WHITE/BLACK/SILVER (306)

WHITE/BLACK/RED/WHITE (316)

WHITE/WHITE/BLACK/WHITE (321)

WHITE/BLACK/WHITE (311)

FLUORESCENT LIME

BLACK WEAVE RED WEAVE

RED QS

SILVER WEAVE

SILVER QS 

NAVY WEAVE WHITE WEAVE

WHITE QS

GREY PINK

BROWN

KELLY GREEN AVIATOR BLUE SPORT GOLD QS BLUE QS BLACK QS

METALLIC GOLD WEAVE GREEN WEAVE SPORT GOLD WEAVE METALLIC GOLD



All products, photographs, designs, graphics and artwork are copyright property of Vaughn Custom Sports or others and may not be 
reproduced in whole or in part without prior written consent of Vaughn Custom Sports.
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VAUGHN CUSTOM SPORTS - CANADA
501-B Nightingale Ave.

London, Ontario N5W 4C4
(519) 453-4229 

Fax Order Line: (519) 453-4331

VAUGHN CUSTOM SPORTS - USA
550 S. Glaspie

Oxford, MI 48371 
(248) 969-8956 

Fax Order Line: (800) 252-2763

info@vaughnhockey.com
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